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The Wall

New Sound
- /aw/ - Advanced vowel - aw
New Words
- wall, tall, small, too, park
Level 20 Review Words
- book, look, zoo, do, where
Plot Summary
When the park closes, Kit is shut in the park and cannot
get out. Her friends ask Ann the Giraffe to help because
only she is tall enough to reach over the wall. The friends
use a rope to pull Kit up the wall to safety.
Story Questions (Comprehension)
1. page 1: Where do Mat and his friends play ball?
2. page 5: Who is shut in the park after it closed?
3. page 7: Why can’t Kit get out of the park through
the hole?
4. page 9: What does Ann use to get Kit up the wall?
5. page12: Why do they need Ann to help Kit?

Each new word throughout the program is repeated at
least five times in the book in which it first appears and
five more times in the next ten books.
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Today, Mat, Nat, Max and Mit
are in the park. They play ball.

Kit is there too.
She lays under a tree with a book.
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“There’s the bell.
Look, the man will shut the park.
We need to go.”

“We can play there.
We can hit the small balls at the wall.”
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“No! I am shut in the park.
I do not like this.
Help, where are you all?”

“Kit is shut in the park.
We need to help her.”
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“Look! There is a small hole in the wall.”
“No, that hole is too small.”
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“Mit, can you get up the wall?”
“No, the wall is too tall.”
“Who can help? Who is tall?”
8

“Ann is very tall.
She is as tall as the wall. She can use
this rope to get Kit up the wall.”

“I will go to the zoo.
It is not too far.
I will ask Ann to help.”
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“Ann, can you help Kit?
We are all too small. You are very tall.”
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Ann can see Kit in the park.
She looks very small.
“Kit, tie the rope on you.”
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They all help Kit get up the wall.

“You did well Ann. You are very tall.
They are small but they help me too.”
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